


SCRIBBAGE

1.Roll 13 dice for letters to put together into words
Note: Reroll allowed if 1) Q with no U; 2) <3 vowels

2. Each dice face has a letter and its value (e.g.: T=2 
points; P=4 points)

= Any letter you desire, but no value

3. Put letters into words with the goal of using all 
13 letters in highest possible score configuration.

Note: Start hourglass which gives 3 minutes to complete

4. Scoring: 1) Add values of all letters used, some  
both horizontal and vertical; 2) Subtract value of 
any letters not used

Note: Score of example is 33 – 4 = 29

Game ends when one side reaches agreed on 
point total (suggest 150-200) or time (suggest 30-
60 min)

Hourglass
(3-minutes)

Cup to Mix    
and Roll Dice



Solitaire’s Starting Position 
for four players

Four aces have been played into 
the center and card piles started Thirteen card piles in the center

Play ends when no more cards can be 
played on any card pile by any player

Count all cards not played.                       
Winner is Yellow, who has fewest (n=15).

Interactive Solitaire
• Follow Solitaire rules, except 
• Play each ace into the center (       ) where 

anyone can play on it to start a card pile
• Play on a card pile ASAP, or one of your 

opponents will beat you there
• Stop playing on a card pile only when the 

King is played
• Winner: The player with the fewest cards 

once no more cards can be played by any 
player on any card pile.  

(Best for 2-6 players)



Goal: The highest score after all players have 13 turns to roll the dice

How to play each of your 13 dice roll turns. 1st Roll: throw all 5 dice. If your dice combination matches 
a desired scoring category, fill in that score. If not, analyze 1) your dice combination, 2) which 
categories you need a score to enter and their value, and 3) which you are most likely to achieve with 
your further two dice rolls. Then, set aside the dice to keep, and do a 2nd Roll. If you now have a 
desired category, fill it in. If not, do the same 3-step analysis as after the 1st roll. Then, set aside the dice 
to keep, and do a 3rd Roll. Place a score in one of the 13 scoring categories after this roll, even if 0.

Yahtzee: The SHAKE, SCORE, and SHOUT Game

Upper Section Example

Note: If your total score in the upper 
section is >63, you get a bonus of 35 points

Lower Section Examples
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Yahtzee Bonus is a 2nd Yahtzee, value is 100 points 
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